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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let E and E’ be n-dimensional vector spaces over a field rof character- 
istic zero, dual with respect to a fixed nonsingular bilinear functional 
p:E’x E + l? Let EP denote either the 9th exterior power of E or the 
6th symmetric power of E [l 1. For a fixed but arbitrary e’ E E’ there 
exists a unique linear mapping i,(e’) : En 4 Ep-l with the property that, 
for any xj E E, y’ = 1,. . , p, 
P 
i,(e’)x, *. . . * x, = 2 &7&X, * * * ’ * Xk__l * &+I*. . * * xp, Pal, (1) 
k=l 
io(e’) s 0 (E’J = E-1 = IJ. (2) 
The tensor x1 * * . * * x, designates either the exterior or the symmetric 
product of the indicated vectors; ek is defined by 
&k = (- l)“+lB(e’, xk) (3) 
for the exterior product and 
Ed = P(e’, 4 (4 
for the symmetric product. Let 
(5) 
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be either the graded exterior algebra over E or the graded symmetric 
algebra over E and let 
i(d) = 2’ i,(d) 
p=0 
be the direct sum of the indicated maps. Then i(e’) is an antiderivation 
homogeneous of degree - 1 for the exterior algebra and a derivation 
homogeneous of degree - 1 for the symmetric algebra [2]. 
A subalgebra A of A(E) over I’ is stable if, for any e’ E E’, 
i( c A. (7) 
Certain subalgebras of A(E) are obviously stable, namely, those of the 
form A(F), where F is a subspace of E. 
The purpose of this paper is to prove the following geometric result 
which enables us to easily characterize stable algebras. 
THEOREM 1. Let F be a subspace of E and let II, E E”, q > 1, be nonzero. 
If vq $ Fq, then there exist a covn$lementary subspace F, c F and q - 1 
vectors e,‘,. . ., e,_, in E’ such that 
E=F/F, (8) 
and 
q-1 
( 1 n i(fh’) vq j=l (9) 
is a nonzero vector in F,. 
Theorem 1 has as a direct consequence the following characterization 
of stable subalgebras of A(E). 
THEOREM 2. If A is a subalgebra of A(E) over T, then A is stable if 
and only if there exists a unique subspace F C E such that 
A = A(F). (10) 
For the exterior algebra W. H. Greub [l, p. 1381 presents a proof 
of Theorem 2 which depends on some rather extensive machinery involving: 
(a) the duality of i(e’) and a certain multiplication operator on A(E); 
(b) the structure of the opposite algebra of the algebra of linear maps 
on A(E’); and (c) certain orthogonality relations between graded ideals 
in A(E) and A(E’). 
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2. PROOFS 
Let Qn,n(Ge,n) be the set of 
ia)(i”+:-‘1) 
strictly increasing 
(nondecreasing) sequences of length q of integers ‘chosen from 1,. . . , n. 
Let A denote either of these sets of sequences. Let fl,. . ., fn be any 
basis of E. For any cc = (tlr,. . . , cc,) E A, set 
I, = f,, * . . . * fn,. (11) 
Taking A = Qa,% for the qth exterior power of E and A = G,,, for the qth 
symmetric power of E, we know that the set of tensors {f,, M E A} constitutes 
a basis of E’=‘, and hence any v, E Eq can be written 
(12) 
We proceed to the proof of Theorem 1. Let dim F = t and choose 
a basis fl,. . , ft, ft+l,. . , f, of E such that fl,. . . , ft is a basis of F. Now, if 
0 $; v, is the tensor in Theorem 1, we can represent it as in (12) in which 
not all a, = 0. Since vq C# Fq it follows that in fact there exists a y E A 
such that ay # 0 and y, > t, i.e., y involves integers from the set {t + 1,. . . , 
PZ}. For otherwise o, would be a linear combination of the basis elements 
f, of Fq, where M E A and cc involves only the integers 1,. . , t. 
Let fl’, . . . , f,’ be a basis of E’ dual to fl,. . . , f, with respect to p, i.e., 
P(fj’> fi) = L i,i= 1 ,. .,?z. 
Set 
e,’ = fii, i= 1,. ..,q---1, 
and define 
to be the map 
!P = i(e,‘) * * * i(ei_l) 
q-1 
= n i(fj,). 
t=l 
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We first assert that unless {yI,. . , Y*_~} c a it follows that 
U,) = 0. 
For, from (l), consider the action of ;(fj’) on f,: 
i(fj’)fc( = i(fj’)fa, * * * * * fa, 
where 
so that 
i(fj’)f, = 0 (13) 
if j 4 CC. If j E cc, then 
i(fj’)fa = Cafw, * . . . * fwq_-l (14) 
in which cc) = (q,. . ., CC)~_~) is obtained from u by the deletion of one 
of the occurrences of i, c, = i: 1 in the case of the exterior algebra and 
c, is the number of times i appears in CC in the case of the symmetric 
algebra. Since r has characteristic 0, c, is never 0 and f,, * - . . * fW4_-1 
is a basis element of D-i and hence not 0. It follows from (13) and (14) 
that !&‘(f,) = 0 unless {yi, . . , Y~_~} C a. We also know from the argument 
above that, if {ri,. . ., JI~_~} C a, then 
(15) 
where Y, is such an integer that cc results from an arrangement of {yi, . . , 
Y~_~, I~}. Moreover, d, = f 1 for the exterior product and for the sym- 
metric product d, is a product of integers in r depending on the multiplici- 
ties of the distinct integers in LX. In any event, d, # 0. We remark that 
there is only one choice for an integer that completes {yi,. , Y,_~> to CC. 
Thus, if tc and t are distinct elements in d for which Y(f,) and Y(fJ are 
nonzero, then ra # 7,. Letting d = {ccEA({~,, . . . , Y~_~} C a}, we conclude 
that 
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(16) 
Moreover, Y, > t and a& # 0, so that (16) is a nonzero vector not in F. 
Thus fl,. , ft, Y(v,) is a linearly independent set of vectors and can be 
completed to a basis fl,. . . , ft, Y(v,), g,+z.. . ., g,. We then define F, to 
be the space spanned by Y(v,), g,+s,. . . , g, and the proof is complete. 
We now prove Theorem 2. Suppose that 0 # v = v,, + vi + . - * + 
v,EA,whereviEEi,O<i<q,andv,fO. Ifq=O,thenv==v,isa 
nonzero element of r in A and hence rC A. If q = 1, let vi’ E E’ be an 
element for which j?(v,‘, vr) = 1. Then i(v,‘)v = 1 and again rC A. 
Hence, if q = 1, then vi = v-vv,EAandthusF=ABE#O. Suppose 
next that q > 1, and write v, as in (12), where some a,. # 0. Defining 
Y as in the proof of Theorem 1, we compute that 
(17) 
However, Y, = ya, a& # 0, and ra f yn for c( # y. Hence (17) becomes 
But, if p < q, then i(/b,)Y(v,) = 0 and hence 
i(f;,)w) = %d,. 
It follows from the stability of A that rC A. Also, if p < q - 
0, Y(v,_r) E PC A and 
and the stability of A 
Y(v,) is a nonzero vector. Thus 
Y(v) = Y(v*-1) + Y(%) 
i.e., Y(v) E A, again tells us that 
Y(G) = Y(v) - Y(%-1) 
E A. 
1, Y(v,) = 
(18) 
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We thus have proved that rC A and, if r # A, then F = A fl E # 0. 
Hence A(F) C If A(F) not all of there 
* . . + O,EA -A(F), vi E Ei, o<i<p. 
There exists a largest integer q < p for which V, $ A(F), otherwise w E A(F). 
Let 
v = w - (v,+1 + * . * + VD) 
E A -A(F). 
For, if v were in A(F), then since z)*+r,. . ., v, are in A(F) it would follow 
thatwEA(F). 
a subspace F,, E = F i F1, for which 
0 # Y(S) E Fi. (19) 
Also, 
and hence 
Y(n) = Y(%-1) + Y(S) 
Y(V,) = Y(V) - Y(V,_i). 
But again Y(v,_,) E rC A, Y(v) E A by the stability of A and hence 
Y(v,) E A. 
In view of (19), 
O#Y(v,) E AtlEfIF, 
=Ff-lF, 
= 0. 
This contradiction completes the proof. 
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